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The ISH is positively committed to opposing discrimination against people on the grounds of gender, race, colour, nationality, religion, marital status, sexual orientation, class, age, disability, having dependants, HIV status or perceived lifestyle.










Our latest tweets

Follow us @ISHBP to keep up to date with the latest offers and news
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        				Calling all Attendees!

Regular registration for the congress is officially open!  Don't miss your chance to participate.

Ready to register? Click in the following link https://barcelo.eventsair.com/ish-2024/formulario-de-inscripcion-eng/Site/Register



#ish2024 #cartagena #hypertension 
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        				In a short feature highlighting activity from an ISH-affiliated society, we look at activities and events being run by the Iraqi Hypertension Society across 2024 to help develop clinicians and engage the public in the risks of #hypertension.



✍️ https://ish-world.com/in-focus-iraqi-hypertension-society/ 
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        				Meet Romana Dragojevic from Canada in our latest Women in #Hypertension Research spotlight feature. 



Romana spoke to us about how she got onto her career path, challenges she has faced during her career, and more:



🔗 https://ish-world.com/portfolio/romana-dragojevic/ 
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        				Bryan Williams invites you to discover the Convention Center and join the ISH Congress in September!



Bryan Williams te invita a descubrir el Centro de Convenciones y participar en el Congreso ISH en septiembre.



#ish2024 #congress #cartagena 
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Anyone with an interest in hypertension can now join the ISH for free as an Associate Member.Read more
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The March 2024 e-Bulletin is now available. This issue is full of Society and partner news, with an announcement regarding the next ISH President. Read more
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Professor George Stergiou confirmed as President Elect of the ISHRead more
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The March 2024 e-Bulletin is now available. This issue is full of Society and partner news, with an announcement regarding the next ISH President. Read more
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Professor George Stergiou confirmed as President Elect of the ISHRead more
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Membership changes – announcement from the ISH Membership ChairRead more
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Initiative endorsed by the ISH launched in Thailand to improve hypertension care Read more
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‘Poorly controlled blood pressure is the most important factor contributing to loss of kidney function in established kidney disease’Read more
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Our Corporate Members



Companies wishing to become Corporate Members of the ISH should contact the Secretariat for further details >> secretariat@ish-world.com
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